Pregnancy

test

The sexual pressure on today’s kids—from
peers, pop culture and their own raging
hormones—can be intense. And while there’s no
way to monitor tweens and teens 24/7, you can
(hopefully) teach them to do the right thing.
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ou can’t miss it: American attitudes on
adolescent pregnancy have taken a big
U-turn since the time of shotgun weddings, homes for unwed mothers and
scarlet A’s. Nowadays a teen parent
might land on a hit reality show like
MTV’s 16 and Pregnant or its spinoff,
Teen Mom, and show up on multiple
magazine covers. Or she might, like
Bristol Palin, score a role on Dancing
with the Stars. And all that openness
isn’t reserved for the world of entertainment. It’s also evident down the block.
“My 16-year-old has a peer who’s pregnant and the mother’s friends are planning a huge shower with gifts, decorations, party games, etc.,” says Susan, a
Kansas City, Kansas, woman who

doesn’t want her real name used because she worries that her opinion
might offend some people. There have
been other modern twists as well—
in Gloucester, Massachusetts, 17 high
school girls allegedly made a pact to
each have a baby. That same year the
town’s teen pregnancy rate quadrupled.
But acceptance that verges on glamorizing the baby bump can’t change the
fact that teen pregnancy is still a major
problem, for families and for the nation.
Every hour, 87 teen couples conceive
and 50 adolescent girls give birth.
That’s more than 730,000 pregnancies
annually, which means the U.S. has
the highest rate of any industrialized
country, according to The National
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FC FACT

Less than half of
teen mothers graduate
from high school and
only 2% earn a college
degree by age 30.
Source: The National Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy

Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy. Although the birth
rate among adolescents dropped 2% in
2008 (the most recent statistic), it’s still
higher than it was five years ago. Onethird of girls conceive before age 20,
and 1 in 6 deliver a baby. Most surprising, about 20% of young people’s pregnancies actually are intended, says Bill
Albert, chief program officer of The
National Campaign.
Experts are baffled, given that effective birth control options are readily
available and have been for years. They
suggest a constellation of possible explanations. For starters, there are many
parents who think their kids aren’t the
ones at risk. About 70% of Americans
believe most teen parents come from
impoverished, single-parent homes. But
in truth, two-thirds of pregnant teens live
with two parents; 7 in 10 live above the
poverty line. “Anybody who says ‘Teen
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pregnancy doesn’t happen here’ is mistaken,” says Sarah Brown, CEO of The
National Campaign. “It’s everywhere.”
Troubling, too, in this age of information overload, is that kids aren’t getting
complete and accurate facts about how
to manage their emotions and physical
drives. Though two-thirds of twelfthgraders say they’ve had sex, only about
half report having talked with parents
about the decision to do so. Just 43%
had been given basic details like how to
use contraception and, significantly, how
to broach the topic with a potential partner, according to the Henry J. Kaiser
Family Foundation. So they end up not
using birth control, using it incorrectly or
relying on a less effective method for
preventing pregnancy. Net result: The
contraceptive failure rate is 25% higher
for teen girls than for adult women.
Most parents confess deep uneasiness, even embarrassment, about dis-

cussing sex and pregnancy prevention.
“The subject brings up a lot of control issues,” says Rosalind Wiseman, author of
Queen Bees and Wannabes (Three Rivers
Press) and a Family Circle contributing
editor. “We’re forced to face the fact that
our children make decisions without our
input and against what we’d choose for
them. And the topic also brings up our
deep discomfort about the messiness of
sexual responsibility and values. We don’t
like thinking about teen sexual activity,
so we deny to ourselves that it exists.”
Teen motherhood, adoption, abortion,
radically different ideas about who a person should have sex with, when and
why—these topics are as fraught for families as they are for society at large. “It’s
not like the subject of drugs, where
you can say, ‘Don’t ever do it,’ ” says
Karen Troccoli, a professional teenhealth educator in Bethesda, Maryland.
“It’s more like, ‘Wait. Not yet. Eventually.’
The message has to be much more nuanced.” Another complication, says
Wiseman, is that moms and dads are
too apt to believe teens who say they’re
still virgins. “Kids are great at spinning
things in their own minds so they come
across as incredibly sincere,” she says.
“And adults fall for the stories.”
Many families depend too much on
schools for sex education, says Troccoli.
“But those classes meet for only a couple of hours, for a few weeks. Kids need
answers all the time.” And even parents
who are willing to address these issues
at home aren’t sure what they should be
saying. “There’s a big concern that by
teaching about contraception, you’re
giving tacit approval to your kids to have
sex,” she says. “But research shows that’s
not true. It’s like telling your children not
to drink, but if you do drink, don’t drive.”
Ignorance doesn’t hold them back. In
fact, it puts them at greater risk.
What many parents don’t realize is
that the information being given in sex
ed isn’t always complete. While 22 states
require emphasis on abstinence in these
classes, and 17 suggest that contraception be mentioned, to date no state
makes it compulsory to educate kids
about birth control. Meanwhile, the best
approach by far, according to a recent

Reality Trip
Few topics arouse more controversy on
Momster.com, Family Circle’s social
network, than teen pregnancy. This mom,
one of at least a dozen on the site with
direct, personal experience with the
subject, agreed to share her story.

M

y daughter, then 15, started dating a boy in
December 2009. She and I had had many
conversations about values, protection and
abstinence. She assured me that no, she was
not having sex, nor did she want to. Girls who
did were “sluts,” she said. She was a good
student, read all the time, didn’t go out and party, and had a nice
group of friends. So I believed her.
The Wednesday after her 16th birthday, I get a text from my
daughter, who is in her bedroom. “Mom, I need to talk to you,” it
reads. I find her sitting on her bed, crying. “He broke up with you,” I
say. “No,” she answers. “You’re pregnant,” I say. “Yes.”
I feel sick. I sit down next to her, and ask if she is sure. Yes, she is. I
ask if she has thought about her options. She is adamant about keeping
her child. So I respect her decision. Then I make her call her dad (we’re
divorced). He can’t even speak with her. I don’t yell. I know she is
scared. She knows she messed up. I tell her we will help her in every
way possible. I give her a big hug, tell her to try to get some sleep.
The next morning, a blood test confirms the pregnancy. I call my
husband at work and he says don’t worry, we’ll deal with it. My
13-year-old son is upset by all the drama, so in the next weeks I make
sure to give him plenty of one-on-one time. At school, some of my
daughter’s friends are supportive. Others—including several she
knows to be sexually active—call her names. That hurts.
Three months into the pregnancy the boyfriend breaks up with her.
I comfort her and say that she will be an amazing mom and that the
baby will be loved by more people than she can imagine, including my
parents and my sister. Her father, by then, has come around.
On October 13, 2010, she delivers a healthy 9-pound baby boy. She
does most of his care herself, and is finding out infants are not all
toys and cute clothes. She has kept up with her homework online, is
starting a Certified Nursing Assistant course, and plans to follow it
with a nursing degree. Her ex-boyfriend has not been in touch at all.
She’s met a nice boy at church—and says she doesn’t want to have
sex until she is married. However, I know I cannot bank on that and
insist she go over birth control options with her doctor.
My daughter has taken a part-time job and pays for as much as
she can. She has a game plan for her life, and she will succeed.
Whatever your family’s situation is right now, meet other moms
and continue the talk at momster.com/fc/teenpregnancy

study by the University of Pennsylvania,
is instruction that focuses on abstinence
until teens are older—but not necessarily
married—and answers students’ questions about birth control accurately. “I live
in an abstinence-only state,” says Paula
Van Valkenburg, of Spartanburg, South
Carolina, who has two daughters who became teen mothers, one at 15, the other
at 17. “And at home we had very strict
guidelines about dating and sex. If I
could turn back the clock, I would have
brought up birth control much more often, including how important it was for
them not to leave it up to the young man.”
Some parents, too, may feel discouraged about competing with the deluge of
outside information their tweens and
teens are flooded with. And they’re right
to be concerned. Kids ages 12 to 17 who
watch a lot of sexually charged television
shows are twice as likely to experience a
pregnancy in the subsequent three years
as those who watch the fewest, according
to a recent report in the journal Pediatrics.
The idea of being in the spotlight—
whether as star of a TV show or just of
your own social group—as well as the
unconditional love babies bring, may explain why many teen girls become pregnant intentionally, says Bill Albert, chief
program officer of The National Campaign. “Some teens think a baby automatically makes you an adult,” he explains. “And others think of a baby almost
as an accessory or cool thing to have.”
Susan, who decided not to let her daughter
attend the friend’s baby shower, worries
that teen motherhood is starting to look
too easy. “When we celebrate it that
much,” she says, “I think we risk making
the pregnant girl’s peers jealous of the attention. You can show support without
forgetting that this is not okay.”
There are no guarantees that our kids
will make it through their teen years without experiencing a pregnancy. But one
truth remains: “The research shows,”
says Albert, “that parents who brave their
own discomfort and talk with their children about relationships, love, sex and
contraception, who express honest caring
and concern about these issues, and are
clear about what they think and why,
greatly reduce their children’s risk of teen
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parenthood.” Mothers and fathers, in
other words, still have enormous influence—even during those times when
what’s happening in the moment may
overwhelm a kid’s common sense.

Not My Kid
Forget about having The Talk.
Preventing teen pregnancy

FC FACT

73% of adults and 37% of
teens say they wish young
people were getting more
information about
both abstinence
and birth control.
Source: The National Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy

requires an ongoing series of
short conversations, with plenty
of listening on both sides.

1) Stay close. Teens who feel con-

nected to their parents delay sexual intercourse longer than those who don’t.
“Once or twice a week do something
just for fun with your teen,” says Hatim
Omar, M.D., chief of the Young Parent
Program at the University of Kentucky
in Lexington. “When you make yourself
available in a relaxed way, he or she will
be more likely to come to you about important things.”

2) Be prepared. Decide now with

your spouse what messages you want to
convey, such as, “Our religion requires
abstinence until marriage and we think
that’s best” or “We want you to finish
your education before you have children” or “A loving relationship is based
on caring and respect and doesn’t have
to involve sex.” If you’ve thought your
ideas through, you’ll be less uncomfortable—and your child will remember
what you said, not just how you said it.

3) Give complete facts. To

obtain information about contraception, visit the websites of the American
College of Obstetrics and Gynecology
(acog.org) and Planned Parenthood
(plannedparenthood.org). Spark values talks by discussing what you
watch together on TV. The National
Campaign has partnered with MTV to
create discussion guides to 16 and
Pregnant. Go to thenc.org/fc.

4) Stay vigilant. Boyfriends and
girlfriends should be allowed only in
shared areas of the house, not the bed-
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room. From time to time, a parent
should pop in unexpectedly, maybe
with snacks. If there’s an upcoming
party, call and ask exactly how it will be
monitored. Will parents be around? Are
they planning to be present but off in
another part of the house, or will they
be checking in occasionally? If the answers don’t satisfy you, no party.

5) Push healthy passions.
When tweens and teens develop talents and abilities through group memberships—clubs, sports, theater—they
are more likely to have clear goals,
which in turn makes them more likely
to think their choices through. “Kids
who feel they have a promising future
are the most deliberate in preventing
pregnancy,” says Troccoli. “Hope is a
great contraceptive.”

6) Instill healthy guilt. Know-

ing that you disapprove could be what
keeps your teen from making a bad decision. “Kids internalize your values,”
says Ron Zodkevitch, M.D., a child psychiatrist in Beverly Hills. “Their own
guilt is a stop sign. Make your feelings
clear. For example, if you’re watching a
show featuring a pregnant teen, say, ‘If
that happens to you, I’ll be extremely
disappointed.’ ” Just avoid coming down
so hard that your child is afraid to reach
out to you when she needs help.

7) Make babies real. Give your
sons and daughters opportunities to
babysit, or enroll them in high school
classes in which students care for a

computerized life-size baby doll programmed to cry, feed and need diaper
changes on a real infant’s schedule.
Studies show these lessons increase
teens’ awareness of how demanding
and relentless parenting responsibilities are, and make them want to delay
the experience. About half of high
schools in the U.S. have these dolls. If
yours isn’t one of them, ask your administration to consider bringing in a
program. Go to realityworks.com for
more information.

8) Offer scripts. Teens equipped

with exact words and phrases are better
able to say “No” in the heat of the moment. A girl who is told, “Sex will make
us closer,” can respond, “Not if I’m
worried about getting pregnant. The
pressure will drive us apart.” A boy
urged by friends, “Get laid and be a
man,” can say, “I am a man. I don’t need
a pregnancy or a sexual disease to interfere with my dreams and goals.” A boy
whose girlfriend says, “Don’t you like
me?” can reply, “Yes, but I respect you
too. You’re beautiful and I want to get to
know you better.”

9) Don’t stop talking. Pregnancy may be hardest for everyone when it
occurs in younger adolescents, but it is
more common among older teens. So
keep the conversation going even after
your kids graduate from high school. l
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For ways to help tweens and teens
resist pressure to have sex, go to
familycircle.com/teenpregnancy

